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Abstract

This paper considers post modern tensions in education in relation to quality and globalisation.   These
tensions are considered in the context of whether within planning and strategic management, public
institutions have a responsibility to consider both the implied values as well as the overt measures of
quality.  It is suggested that measures of quality are often used as surrogates to hide the contestable
underpinning values.  This contestability is avoided by focussing discussion on the quantifiable
measures.  The paper will focus on ideas such as the social contract, academic freedom and the related
idea of “education in the public good.”  Can public institutions focus only on measures of quality or is
there a responsibility to consider underpinning values which impact on quality?



Conference Paper

This paper considers some of the philosophical and conceptual issues which underpin education and
quality.  What I am specifically focusing upon is the area of values and their place in the post modern
world of international pressures and global business culture.  I am not looking at business values but at
educational values.  Educational concepts and the associated values are complex issues and in a short
paper it is not possible to delve into them deeply.  My paper therefore briefly poses three areas to
consider and seeks to raise awareness of the links between these areas and the underpinning value and
belief system about education.  This paper requires readers to critically reflect on the current system to
see the spaces, the possible choices to be made.  The perspective required from the reader is one of
critic and conscience of the current system in relation to the following three questions.

1. What account should the quality area take of key educational ideas such as education for the
'public good'?

2. Do we in the quality area undertake our role as critic and conscience in considering our
institutional goals?

3. If we export educational courses to particular destinations, how do we contribute to the
concept of academic freedom for that destination?   Are our standards broad enough to
consider quality as transformational, something which deals with the empowerment and
enhancement of the individual in the wider context of their society?

Is there a responsibility to consider these complex issues or should we stick with what's easily
measurable.  If we do consider the less easily measurable values, how might some aspects be taken
into account when setting strategic directions?

The current delivery systems in New Zealand are driven by and structured within business models and
business ideas such as efficiency and effectiveness.  These ideas have displaced educational theory and
philosophy as the articulated raison dŸetre of education, but are these business concepts enough?  I
suggest to view education as confined to these concepts is to make the mistake of measuring only
outcomes and ignoring process and essence.  Education is bigger than these concepts.  Thomas Merton
(1967 p.97) suggested “we are warmed by fire not by the smoke of the fire.  We are carried over the
sea by a ship not by the wake of a ship.” So we should be careful we are not distracted through
measuring the smoke, or gauging the wake or judging the froth but have chosen carefully what we
consider really matters.

Is the definition of quality being thoroughly examined?  Are we allowing the business model and
accountancy views of bottom lines to dictate our practices as well as our discourse?  The idea of audit
is certainly very aligned to that business model.  How many quality managers take account of a triple
bottom line?  What is the effect of the discourse of quality that we engage in and whose interest does it
uphold?  There are many ways of interpreting and answering these questions.  One answer is to ignore
the less easily measurable aspects of quality or give lip service in introductory paragraphs of charters
but take no real account of them.  To do otherwise means to struggle with complex issues.  Do we
accept this challenge or avoid it?

Harvey, quoted by Barrow (1999, p.30) has suggested four ways of defining quality.  While it may be
possible to improve on these four ways at least they identify the complexity of trying to measure the
concept of quality.

• Quality as exceptional something distinctive and elitist often associated with excellence
• Quality as transformational, something which deals with the empowerment and enhancement

of the student and their learning
• Quality as value for money where the outcome is seen as being achieved at the lowest possible

cost
• Quality as fitness for purpose where the product meets the needs of the consumer.



The last two of the above definitions are far more easily measurable than that first two.  We would all
agree that quality in teaching and learning generally means more than that which is quantifiable.
However in operating within the current systems of education we are often driven by the need to
produce evidence under the quality precepts of accountability, measurement and transparency?  Do
these very terms tend to exclude holistic approaches to quality in education?  Can we take account of
important values with our current standards and ways of measuring?  If we can, do we?  If we can’t
should the quality systems be changed?

In New Zealand the government is focusing on the knowledge society and the idea of education
ensuring learners are part of the knowledge wave.  On the one hand, the New Zealand Government
says it wants to reduce competition after a decade of intense competition, on the other hand it has
largely taken a governance by regulation approach, with a focus on transparency and accountability,
an approach with the underlying messages of efficiency.  These messages are underpinned by
individualist concepts of user pays, individual choice, market led options and have been entrenched
through structural legislation.  What this means is that measurement of aspects of education has
increased e.g. outcomes, standards, charters are all monitored and measured and the quality assurance
industry has benefited, more and more work comes the way of quality managers and as a consequence
the decisions made, the language used becomes more far reaching.  It is timely then to stop and reflect
on our standpoints.  According to Usher and Edwards (1994, pp 226-227) “in the post modern moment
which side you are on becomes an every more troubling ethical and political question”

Modern education was intimately connected to the values which structured society.  The connection
between values underpinning education and the values underpinning society was not questioned.
Schools and institutions controlled education and greatly influenced values.  In post modernism there
is a need to make active choices about values rather than rely on the transcendent and invariant set of
values of modernism.  Chomsky (1996 p.55) suggests it is “an intellectual responsibility to tell the
truth as best one can, about things that matter, to the right audience” .  Our silence on areas is just as
much a choice as our actions.  The question for us is which values are critical and how do they impact
on quality?    Determining a response to this question probably links to the purpose of education.

According to Maharey (1989, p.163)

Post modern individualism sees society as made up of individuals who are nothing more than a
set of freely acting atoms.  This presumes individuals are not intrinsically social, their
characters, resources, ability are not formed in a social setting.  Society then is just the meeting
place for individual wills, an arena for individual satisfaction, a set of opportunities for
advancement and enjoyment.  Society is merely the means to help people achieve pre-
determined individual ends.  People cooperate for purely instrumental reasons to achieve their
chosen ends more efficiently.

In this view education is a commodity and its purpose is use.  This captures the perspective of
performativity in education.  Lyotard (1984, p.51) put it another way when he said ‘The question
regarding knowledge is no longer “’Is it true?” but “What use is it?” and “Is it saleable?” and “Is it
efficient?”  Defining education as a consumable and measuring efficiency removes from it the
potential to serve higher purposes of social construction.  I suggest we need to seriously question the
wisdom of doing this.  The social cannot be reduced to the individual.  Society is necessary and it is
not only about rights but more importantly about duties.  Social values have a direct effect on the
opportunities of individuals.  If we ignore our social duties, society breaks down, it becomes a
situation of survival of the fittest.  The language of rights and the commodification of education
obscures the belief that knowledge is shared and is the outcome of agreement and social interaction.
The idea that education is not only for the good of the individual but also for the good of society
moves it into the area of values.  The value of the concept ‘public good.’

The lack of fixed certainty about anything in postmodernism is exactly in keeping with the fact that
‘public good’ at least in New Zealand has no public definition.  There is an understanding of it, which
includes a preferred social state, one in which citizenship and democracy are important integrated
concepts, a social state which develops from the fulfillment of duties as well as rights.  It includes
providing a social structure underpinned by the principle of disinterest not by individual rights or



personal profit.   However the lack of a common definition in a world of definite measurement such as
quality poses a real problem.  How can one assess its value, the extent of the support and application
of public good?  There is no easy solution but the questions are important enough to be struggled over.

I can provide no ready answers but I can suggest some ideas to use as tools.  Firstly, staying within the
parlance of business it may be worth returning to the idea of a social contract with society.  I came
across this term when I worked in nursing and it referred to a contract of responsibility to support
accessible and affordable quality care for all.  While the concept of collective responsibility is no
longer popular, it is undeniable that we are social beings.  We have our identities only in relation to
others and that combination forms a collective identity.  Education has an important role to play in the
maintenance and development of a collective identity and this could be done through the concept of a
social contract which the government and institutions could include in their agreements and strategic
plans.  Such a social contract would mean that education was seen as more than a private good, more
than a commodity to be consumed by an individual.  Social contracts are one way of including the
notion of public good

According to Kofman and Senge (1995 p.29)

When we forget about the social milieu in which we exist as people, we attain a spurious
security and stability.  We identify our egos with our selves.  We take the contingent features of
our current character and reify them into a substantive personality.  Thus we assign a primary
value to our ego and see the community as secondary.  We see the community as nothing but a
network of contractual commitments in symbolic and economic exchanges.  We think that
encounters with others are transactions that can add or subtract to the array of possessions of the
ego.

But the constitution of the self happens only in a community.  ….

In the narrow version of individualism as the basis for education, the person is seen as a function to
which certain outcomes can be attributed.  The focus is on user pays or ‘what’s in it for me?’  In the
second view, or public good perspective, the individual is seen as a citizen.  If one is seen as a citizen
this implies a series of relationships and relationships imply more than measurable outcomes, they
involve recognition and duties.  There is a level of disinterest required in the second view and it is this
level of disinterest which allows personal interests to be put aside and public good to be developed.  It
involves a collective view, where individuals are seen in the context of society, contributing to and
affected by that society in more than economic ways.

The second idea for use as a tool is critique of the language we use and the systems and processes we
use.  Usher and Edwards (1994, p17) describe the role of intellectuals in post modernism as one
“where there is a state of mind which is critical, a style, a way of seeing and working rather than an
unchanging set of critical techniques.”  How is the post modern academic interested in quality
applying such a style and way of seeing?  Is quality being captured by a set of critical techniques
through language which exclude the non quantifiable areas?  I suggest, we as academics in quality
need to consider our language and our systems.

Usher and Edwards (1994, p16) reminds us

We are subjects within language and particular historical, cultural and social frameworks.  We
both constitute and are constituted by language and we need to consider where the power to
interpret and control meaning lies.  (

Lather quoted in the same publication (p.213) suggests similarly

To learn to see not only what we do but also what structures what we do, to deconstruct how
ideological and institutional power play in our own practices, to recognise the partiality and
open endedness of our own efforts, all of this is to examine the discourses within which we are
caught up.

If the concept of public good is to have a role in education then it needs to be included in the language
and the systems and structures need to be critiqued.  Russell Bishop (2000 ) developed a model of



critical and cultural consciousness to critique research project in the New Zealand context.  I have
slightly modified the key components of this model below for the purpose of considering the language
and associated underpinning systems and processes in quality education at national and international
levels.  Doubt is central to a healthy democratic society, yet our education system and our structures
support certainty.  Our quality systems support things that can be measured rather than things that are
questioned.

• Initiation – who sets the goals and designs the learning?  This does not mean are they
adequately and appropriately qualified?  But who controls this framework?

• Benefits - who benefits and how does the learning support different groups within society or
across societies?

• Representation - whose interests and concerns are being presented, whose voice is being
heard?

• Legitimation - what authority does the course or programme rely upon?
• Accountability - who has control over the distribution of the knowledge and to whom is the

education provider accountable?

This kind of critique can be used to question and evaluate the current system but I should acknowledge
that I believe large scale change will occur only when the concept of performativity is discarded as a
primary driver.  This is because of the exclusion and silencing of difference and the sidelining of
ideals that are non economic, which occurs very effectively within the model of scientific technocratic
model.  The basis for an alternative system of education has begun to be identified by Neyland (2001).

The third area I wish to consider in relation to values is to question how we support, promote and use
academic freedom ourselves as quality managers, as well as ensuring this for the programmes with
which we are involve.

How does academic freedom impact on the area of values?  Usher and Edwards (1994, p173) suggest
academic freedom could be “a bastion of modernity if it is associated only with the idea of producing
knowledge for its own sake unconcerned with constraints of relevance”  What I mean by academic
freedom is much more than this, and is more akin to what is identified by Crozier (2000)

in the current agreement at the University of Sydney which reads:

Academic staff members have the right to:

• Pursue critical and open inquiry
• Participate in public debates and express opinions about issues and ideas related to their

discipline area and about the institution within which they work or higher education issues
more generally

• Participate in decision making structures and processes with the University
• Participate in professional and representative bodies, including trade unions
• Teach and promote learning, assess and develop curricula
• Undertake research and produce publications; and
• Engage in community service with out fear of harassment, intimidation or unfair treatment.
• Academic staff members have the right to express unpopular or controversial views but this

does not mean that they have the right to harass, vilify or intimidate.
• At all times academic staff are required to observe that the hallmarks of relationships with the

University are based on tolerance honesty and respect for others.

How are we as academic involved in quality pursuing critical and open inquiry?  Do we express
unpopular or controversial views?  Do we publicly question the way our governments and our
institutions set their goals and pursue them?  What kind of questions are we asking?  What kind of
research methods are we using?  How are we constructing a reality by the inclusion or exclusion of
certain areas for investigation?  What kind of world or reality is being constructed by the questions
asked and the research methods used within the quality area.  What is being excluded determines the
outcomes as much as what is investigated?



How does critical and open inquiry relate to the area of globalisation in education and national
education?  Globalisation is a phenomena for which many of the New Zealand and Australian reforms
in education have been geared.  I suggest there is definite tension in this area for academics involved
in quality.  If quality is about the empowerment and enhancement of the student and their society, if it
does take account of public good, how is this furthered by globalisation which is the imposition of one
set of interests over another?   Pilger (2000) suggests the structure and values that drive globalisation
build on the values of individualism.  Individualism is a state where freedom equals individual rights.
The risks and benefits of globalisation have been presented from an economic viewpoint.  In an era of
competition, markets are king and any market appears to be fair game to the competitors.  But is any
market fair game?  What are our duties as well as our right to compete?  Is it our responsibility as
educators and people concerned with quality to consider this or can we ignore it?   If we combine a
state of mind which is critical with Bishop’s questions around initiation, representation, benefits,
legitimation and accountability we uncover questions like whose hegemonic practices is this global
system supporting?  If the concept of academic freedom is essential to the preservation of a democratic
society and an aid as a civilising force, what impact does international education have on the academic
freedom of the country we are exporting to?  Who is the critic and conscience of that society if
education is provided by offshore interests?  Also what is the impact of exporting courses and systems
imbued with western assumptions and principles of education to non western populations?  Where is
the post modern recognition that knowledge is contextual?  How does the Western discourse exert
power and control over other country’s and should we be concerned about this?  There are many such
questions in post modernism.  We can choose to remain silent about them, choose to do nothing but if
we passively accept a discourse or viewpoint which carries with it enormous impact we are not
meeting our obligations to bring a state of mind which is critical.

The following are two examples of education which question the assumption that the western model of
education is suitable for export.  The first focuses on the importance of knowledge being contextual.
Mingsheng Li (2002) looks at cultural factors in roles, expectations and pedagogies in China.  His
study included 342 students and 62 Chinese teachers and 24 expatriate teachers plus 15 administrators.
The results of his study indicate that more than half the students 57% considered that the teaching by
expatriate teachers could not help them much in gaining the knowledge and skills they wished to
acquire in English language.  Some 54% claimed that it was not worth their time and effort to attend
the teachers’ classes because these expatriate teachers did not know or respond to their difficulties,
learning needs and expectations.  Nearly a third 33% found that expatriate teachers methods and
techniques did not suit their needs.  In contract 74% found that Chinese teachers could better
understand their learning difficulties and thus meet their expectations.  Overall the level of satisfaction
of Chinese students decreased with the increase length of exposure to teaching by expatriate teachers.
This demonstrates contextual factors are very important learning variables.

The second example is in relation to the New Zealand policy for Pacific Islands.  In this area, our
educational reforms based on the individualist formula have driven our overseas aid education policy.
Because this formula fails to acknowledge the tensions between notions such as equity and public
good on the one hand and the tenets of market discourse such as efficiency on the other, such notions
are not addressed.  Marshall et al (2000, p165) suggests:

it could be argued that the New Zealand promotion of a top down development model
represents a recolonisation process in which the aid donors become the policy markers which
those receiving aid are expected to fill the role of policy takers.



The following depicts the individualist view of education.

The second shows the relationships when considering wider values as part of that picture:

There are direct and indirect links between many of the boxes.  I have indicated only the main links.
In a post modern age the decision has to be made as to whether to support or ignore these links.  In the
modern age the system and structures upheld the links.  Now a decision about values needs to be
specifically made.

We as academics involved in quality can choose to say – ‘This is not my area.  My discipline is
quality.’   Do we have a greater responsibility associated with being a critic and conscience in relation
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to quality?  Silence is a choice when it comes to considering issues that might be at odds with the
dominant discourse or ideology, silence offers no chance for debate.

Many of the questions in this paper and many of the ideas may not be measurable but they are
answerable.  The need to make decisions, to make choices and to consider our actions is a reality.

To conclude I use Socrates, quoted by Ralston Saul (1997, p.74-75), who captures the importance of
what I am trying to say.  This is an extract from his speech in the defence of an examined life.

Perhaps someone may say’ But surely Socrates after you have left us you can spend the rest of
your life quietly minding your own business.”  This is the hardest thing of all to make some of
you understand.  If I say … I cannot ’mind my own business’ you will not believe that I am
serious.  If, on the other hand, I tell you that to let no day pass without discussing goodness and
all the other subjects about which you hear me talking and that examining both myself and
others is really the very best thing a man can do, and that life without this sort of examination is
not worth living, you will be even less inclined to believe me.  Nevertheless gentlemen, that is
how it is.

And after the jury had condemned him to death, Socrates said

But I suggest, gentlemen that the difficulty is not so much to escape death; the real difficulty is
to escape from doing wrong.  Wrong, he said, is much more fleet of foot. (p.110)
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